Z SCAFFOLDING STAIR
STAIRS & HANDRAIL ASSEMBLY

DESIGN
Ulrich Aluminium "Z" Stairs has been designed and manufactured to comply with Australian Standard AS1687:1992.

The lightweight aluminium sections can easily be erected and dismantled without the aid of special tools. Our "Z" Stair is located within the scaffold perimeter thus enabling Quick & Safe Access.

FEATURES
- Lightweight and Simple to Erect
- Non-Slip Treads and Platform
- All Welded Construction
- Removable Handrails
- Removable Landing Handrail
- Extension for Easy Side Access

SIZE
- LENGTH = 2415mm
- WIDTH = 560mm
- HEIGHT = 1500mm

WEIGHT
- STAIRS = 35kg
- HANDRAIL = 8kg
- EXTENSION PER = 4kg

NOTE
Suitable for tower Scaffold (2500mm x 1390mm) with angle type pulley. Special designs for other scaffold - on application.

NOTE: Contact your nearest Ulrich Aluminium sales centre for details.